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2k18 MT  looked really fresh thanks to the new Frostbite Engine and it seems that 
NBA 2K18 could use a similar facelift as well. Player and crowd  movements just feel
stale, so do the graphics and the animations.so it's  understandable that 2K Games
became a little bit lazy. A new engine  would allow it to look even better.  Suggest
2 :More Classic Teams  This  entry has already been covered in a previous list, but
it's always good  to remind everyone about the need for other classic match-ups
apart  from those available in the game. From the 1977 Portland Trail Blazers  to
the 2008 Denver Nuggets, it's always fun to measure up teams of the  past with
present ones. There were a lot of special teams in NBA  history. Some failed because
of chemistry issues, others enjoyed that  one special season when everything
clicked. What better way to honor  them then allowing their ageing fans to relive
the days of hope and/or  glory on the virtual court? In 2004 Vince Carter was traded
to the New  Jersey Nets for a sick Alonzo Mourning, Aaron Williams, Eric Williams 
and two first round picks. In 2013 the Nets were this time on the wrong  side of the
trade, as they got ageing Kevin Garnett and Paul Pierce for  five players and three
first round picks. Good luck recreating these  trades in MyGM! The problem with
trading in this mode is that it is  impossible to get one player for three, let
alone two for five and some  picks. Granted, during the course of the season you're
able to do some  interesting trades, but every time you've got to sacrifice a
superstar  for a superstar. That's not always the case in the NBA. Click Here
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